The years leading up to 1940 and the formation of an organization which was to speak for jockeys were filled with frustration and pain. There was widespread misuse of power over the jockeys and very few horsemen or track managements were sympathetic to the needs of the riders. In the late 1930's several jockeys held secretive meetings to discuss the idea of raising funds to assist injured or disabled riders and the families of jockeys fatally injured on the racetrack. Some riders were blacklisted and punished when suspected of attending the secret meetings. The actual formation of The Jockeys Community Fund and Guild in 1940 was precipitated by the racing injury of Sammy Renick. When Eddie Arcaro visited Renick, who was recuperating in the hospital from a broken leg, their discussion led to the formation of an organization that would represent the concerns of jockeys.

The organization’s constitution stated that to be in good standing in the club, members must hold a valid, unrevoked jockey’s license. Dues for the fledgling club were determined to be $30 per year, plus 25 cents per mount.

The founding fathers of the organization were the leading jockeys of the turf, prominent among them being Eddie Arcaro, Don Meade, John Longden, Lester Haas, Alfred Robertson, Lester Balaski, Charlie Kurtsinger, Carroll Bierman, Ray Workman, Harry Richards, Irving Anderson, John “Red” Pollard, Maurice Peters, George Seabo and Sam Renick.

Objectives of the Jockeys Community Fund and Guild:

1. To accumulate, by contributions and dues from the members, a fund from which would be distributed financial aid.

2. To encourage and foster good morale and good character of its members

3. To support a policy of fair play and honest treatment as to owners, turf clubs and racing clubs

4. To uphold the best interests of horse racing

5. To assist in every honorable way to further the interests of its members

6. To furnish financial aid to any member of the club at such time and in such amounts as he may deserve and within the ability of the club to afford

7. To establish a means whereby members of the club would have available additional assurance of freedom from want and insecurity in the event of misfortune and inability to earn.

8. Any other lawful purpose consistent with the specific objects stated in this article
JOCKEYS’ GUILD SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE 1940s

Presidents: Harry Richards (1940-1943), Sterling Young (1943-1948), Eddie Arcaro (1946-1961)

Accomplishments – Insurance for jockeys purchased by racetracks. Ambulances on site at some racetracks. James “Goggles” McCoy’s use of goggles during the 1930s gains wide acceptance during the following decade. Jockey mount fees increased. Post parades shortened during inclement or cold weather. Sanitary conditions in jockeys’ room improved.


JOCKEYS’ GUILD SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE 1950s

Presidents: Eddie Arcaro (1949-1961)

Accomplishments – Sanitary conditions in the jockeys’ rooms improved, uniform apprentice rule adopted, Caliente Safety Helmet introduced, aluminum gooseneck rails first used, film patrol utilized, increased insurance benefits for jockeys.


JOCKEYS’ GUILD SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE 1960s


Accomplishments – Savings plan for jockeys instituted, jockey mount fees raised, overall improved safety conditions, improved jockeys’ quarters, increased insurance benefits for jockeys.

JOCKEYS’ GUILD SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE 1970s


Accomplishments – Improved jockeys’ quarters, insurance, safety helmets and on-track ambulances, increased health and medical benefits for jockeys, increased mount fees, worker’s compensation, on-track first aid, safer racing surfaces and representation for jockeys with management and horsemen’s groups.


JOCKEYS’ GUILD SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE 1980s


Accomplishments – Increased insurance benefits, elimination of check surcharges at racetracks, insurance policy to cover jockey’s personal items at racetracks in case of fire, development of the covered gooseneck safety rail, introduction of the jockey safety vest, defeated the HBPA in lawsuit to increase the losing mount fees for jockeys, forced HBPA to provide Worker’s Compensation in states where applicable.


JOCKEYS’ GUILD SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE 1990s


Accomplishments – Increased insurance benefits, development and use of personal safety vests (flak jackets), improved safety helmets, inauguration of All-Star Jockey Championship.


2000 AND BEYOND


“The staff of the Jockeys’ Guild continuously works for the safety of all riders including exercise riders, and to gain the necessary respect that jockeys deserve. The safety issues include understanding the quality of our helmets and safety vests, mandatory paramedics at every racetrack every day for training, and ensuring tracks have adequate on track accident coverage of at least $1 million if not in a workers’ comp state. We continued to work with the tracks, regulators and horsemen regarding safety rails and reins, race medication, pre-race exams, regulation of the use of shock wave therapy and much more.” – Terry Meyocks, National Manager

Accomplishments made through the Guild’s efforts since its inception include:

- Prior to the mandatory mount fee increase to 10%, 5%, 5% of purses that the Jockeys’ Guild secured, jockeys/agents had to receive authorization from owner/trainer for payment
- Since October 2007 base mount fees raised for all jockeys in the majority of racing jurisdictions, the highest level of increases in 25 years
- Representation with stewards, track management and racing commissions
- Temporary disability benefits for qualified members
- Life insurance and AD&D for members
- Increase in life insurance for retired and permanently disabled members
- Adequate first aid rooms and ambulances on-track following riders
- Workers’ compensation/catastrophic insurance or on-track accident policies
- Defining and enhancing a set of safety standards
- Improvements to helmets, vests and safety rails
- Padded starting gates
- Racing cancellation policy
- In a majority of racing jurisdictions, no valets’ pool deduction for Guild members
- Reimbursement of medicine and prescription costs to Jockeys’ Guild qualified permanently disabled members
- Health insurance for qualified members and their families in several states including Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and California
- Supplemental reimbursement for health costs at several tracks based on agreements
- In California, the Jockeys’ Guild was instrumental in passing legislation for a retirement plan for qualified jockeys
- Development of Jockey Health Information System in cooperation with The Jockey Club and Keeneland
- West Virginia Supreme Court ruling that license holders have the right to appeal ejections
- Established jockey injury database with the assistance of The Jockey Club and Keeneland
Priorities and Goals include:

- Improving medical standards with paramedics and medical directors at each track.
- Increasing track contributions to the Guild to allow expansion of member benefits
- Continue to represent the interest of members with regards to new rules and procedures adopted by the industry and regulators
- Cooperation with national racing organizations and racetrack management for common goals.
- Gathering of data for jockey injury database and study to be completed by University of Kentucky
- Testing of current safety equipment such as helmets, vests and safety reins
- Working with the industry to institute a new, safer scale of weights
- Raising awareness and funds for the Permanently Disabled Jockeys Fund
- Working with researchers to develop procedures in response to significant head and spinal injuries after traumatic on-track accidents.

I am sure the generations that will carry on will never forget the Guild’s purpose, will never abuse its power. I have great faith in the younger generation of jockeys and feel confident they will uphold the respect and integrity that the name JOCKEY has gained.”

-Eddie Arcaro

“I have been a member of the Jockeys’ Guild since I first started riding in the U.S. The Jockeys’ Guild is the jockey. It’s beneficial for all jockeys to be a member.”

-Laffit Pincay, Jr.

“It is critical that jockeys have a place at the table when industry groups discuss the future of the sport. The Guild gives the jockeys just that – a national voice that is guided by consensus rather than just one person’s opinion. The Guild speaks with one voice in the best interest of all jockeys.”

-John Velazquez,
Chairman of the Jockeys’ Guild

“The Guild plays a critical role for jockeys in many areas nationally, but none more important than safety. The Guild has been in the forefront from the testing and development of improved safety equipment to raising the minimum standards of aftercare. New equipment and cutting edge treatment are being explored by the Guild, something none of us could do on our own yet something that could benefit each and every one of us.”

—G. R. Carter, Vice-Chairman of the Jockeys’ Guild